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Abstract
In this paper we prove that for a large and physically relevant class of
smooth complete metrics on open four-manifolds the set of L2-norms or
energies of (anti-)self-dual finite-energy G-connections is discrete where
G is a simple, connected, simply connected and compact Lie group. The
proof is based on the Atiyah–Patodi–Singer Index Theorem.
To demonstrate our result we consider the Euclidean Schwarzschild
manifold. This metric is significantly non-cylindrical hence standard tech-
niques are not applicable for the study of moduli space of instantons in
this physically important case. In this case the energy of a (anti-)self-dual
connection is an integer.
1 Introduction
The studying of moduli spaces of SU(2)-(anti-)self-dual connections over com-
pact, smooth four-manifolds led to a breakthrough in four dimensional geometry
in the early eighties due to Donaldson, Freedman, Uhlenbeck and others. It is
surprising and encouraging that the key idea of this revolution is the mathe-
matical application of the deep physical concept of instantons rst considered
by quantum physicists in the seventies.
Due to these results lot of mathematicians started to work in this area,
especially on compact four-manifolds using Donaldson theory. Compactness is
exploited many times in dealing with manifolds in order to avoid extremely
dicult analytical questions. Later, open four-manifolds came in the scope of
interest as well due to Taubes [10][11] and Morgan, Mrowka [9]. Faced with
the non-trivial analytical diculties the metric on these open four-manifolds
has been chosen to be the most natural and simplest one in order to extract as
much geometric and smoothness property from moduli spaces of open manifolds
as possible. This class of metrics contains the so-called cylindrical metrics; these
metrics are compatible to the structure of the end of these open manifolds in
some sense.
However, it is natural to ask what about the instanton structure of physically
interesting Riemannian four-manifolds? To understand the role of instantons in
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quantum eld theories it is important to study these manifolds as well. The main
problem is that these metrics are typically non-cylindrical hence the standard
mathematical approach is not applicable easily.
In this work we will study the behaviour of the Yang{Mills functional over
open four-manifolds equipped with a smooth complete metric belonging to a
class which contains the class of cylindrical metrics but physically relevant
strongly non-cylindrical metrics as well. We will prove that if a Riemannian
manifold (M; g) of this type possesses non trivial nite energy (anti-)self-dual
G-connections for a Lie group G (specied below) than the values of their en-
ergy or action or L2-norm form a discrete set in R. The proof is based on the
Atiyah{Patodi{Singer index theorem. This result generalizes Corollary 4.1.3. of
[9] which states that for closely cylindrical manifolds the L2-norms of (anti-)self-
dual connections form a discrete set, because we do not require the existence of
a limit connection in innity.
To see an application, we consider the Euclidean Schwarzschild manifold
and prove that it possesses non-trivial nite-energy self-dual SU(2)-connections
(instantons). Our theorem is valid in this setup, moreover we prove that these
moduli spaces are labeled by positive integers.
We present such an instanton as well which is nothing but a projection of
the Levi{Civita connection.
2 The Theorem
Let (M; g) be a connected, complete Riemannian four-manifold with an end
dieomorphic to N  R+ where N is a compact, oriented three-manifold and
R+ = [0;1). Note that there is a spinc structure on M hence (M; g) is auto-
matically a Riemannian spinc-manifold. Let G be a simple, connected, simply
connected and compact Lie group. Making use a principal G-bundle P over M
and a complex representation of G, we can form an associated complex vector
bundle E over M with a G-connection A on it. Since M is open, such vector
bundles are classied by the group H2(M;1(G)). The simply-connectedness of
G implies E is always trivial over M .
Consider the usual Yang{Mills functional k  k2 : AE ! R, where AE denotes











tr(FA ^ FA): (1)
Here FA denotes the curvature 2-form of the connection A while  is the Hodge-
operation given by the metric g. We will often use the notation for the pointwise
norm
j!j2g := −tr(! ^ !)
for a Lie algebra valued k-form over a Riemannian manifold of dimension m.
(1) is called the L2-norm or energy, or action of the connection A. Since M is
not compact the norm can be undened evaluated on certain connections.
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The Euler{Lagrange equation of (1) together with the Bianchi-identity of
the curvature gives rise the Yang{Mills equations:
dAFA = 0; dA  FA = 0: (2)
We remind the reader that a connection A on E is called an (anti)instanton
eld if it satises the (anti)self-duality equations
FA =   FA with kFAk2L2(M) <1 (3)
From now on we will focus without loss of generality on instanton solutions only
and assume that the moduli space of instantons over the Riemannian manifold
(M; g) is non-empty.






tr(FA ^ FA): (4)
If M was compact then, by the Chern{Weil theory, the four-form tr(FA ^ FA)
would represent the characteristic class 12c1(E) ^ c1(E)− c2(E) (here ci(E) are
the Chern classes) of the vector bundle E so it is easy to see that it is an integer
for groups G = SU(n) (moreover it is positive since it is equal to a norm).
However, if M is open it is not straightforward that (4) is integer since the
characteristic class-interpretation breaks down in this case.
Our goal is to show that for a relevant class of smooth complete metrics on
M although this property of the Yang{Mills functional does not remain valid
but if its value on a self-dual connection is nite than it belongs to a discrete
set in R.
First, we dene the class of admissible metrics over M . Since the end of M
is dieomorphic to the tube N  R+ we may form the compact manifold with
boundary
Mt := M nN  (t;1)
where t parameterizes the real half-line. In this way we get a non-complete but
compact manifold (Mt; gjMt) =: (Mt; gMt) with boundary @Mt ’ N  ftg. We
can restrict naturally the original vector bundle E to Mt which will be denoted
by Et.
Remember that the Riemannian manifold (M;h) is a spinc-manifold hence
we may form the complex spin bundles S over it (since the group Spin(4) is
simply connected, the spin bundles are also trivial over M). We can form the
(chiral) Dirac-operator acting between the smooth sections of S (the so-called
spinors):
@= : Γ(S+) −! Γ(S−):
If we restrict @= to Mt we may introduce the three-dimensional self-adjoint Dirac-
operator @=j∂Mt acting on the bundles S+j∂Mt ’ S−j∂Mt .
Now we wish to impose our assumption on h. Let us denote by Ch the
conformal equivalence class of the smooth complete metric h on M . Suppose
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there is a representing element g 2 Ch such that its restricted Dirac-operator
@=j∂Mt is independent of t 2 R+ for large t’s i.e. using the Lie derivative L along
@=@t there is a T 2 R+ with the property
L ∂
∂t
(@=j∂Mt) = 0 if t 2 (T;1): (i)
Definition. Let (M;h) be a Riemannian four-manifold as above. The metric
h is called admissible if it is smooth, complete and there is a representing
element g 2 Ch obeying assumption (i).
The assumption is quite restrictive but note that the important class of cylin-
drical metrics of the form dt2+gN satises (i); moreover we will see that metrics
which are signicantly non-cylindrical can be considered in our approach as well.
Fix a metric g 2 Ch on M for an admissible metric h. Using the Yang{Mills
connection A, consider the twisted Dirac-operator
@=A(t) : Γ(S+t ⊗ Et) −! Γ(S−t ⊗ Et):
It is a rst order, elliptic dierential operator over the compact manifold with
boundary (Mt; gMt). Now we x the Atiyah{Patodi{Singer boundary condition
(APS) on the spinors. Remember that a spinor  2 Γ(S+t ⊗ Et) satises the
APS if
 j∂Mt 2 V;
where V denotes the complex vector space spanned by the eigenspinors of
positive (negative) eigenvalues of @=A(t)j∂Mt . (Note that the restricted Dirac-
operator is self-adjoint!). Hence we have two possible boundary conditions.
Restricting our attention to spinors with one chosen boundary condition





















where R denotes the curvature 2-form while t is the second fundamental form
of the metric on @Mt. Moreover
h∂/A(t) := dim ker (@=A(t)j∂Mt) :





j(t)js (s 2 C with Re s >> 0);
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where (t) denotes a non-zero eigenvalue of @=A(t)j∂Mt and sign((t)) is its sign.
The t function can be analytically continued to the whole complex plane and
this continuation has no pole at s = 0. Dene ∂/A(t) := t(0):
To simplify notations we will write @=At instead of @=A(t)j∂Mt where At is the
restriction of A(t) to Ej∂Mt . Assume A is an instanton eld over M . Using (3)
(4) and (5) the Yang{Mills functional is given by
kFAk2L2(M) = limt!1(PA(t) +QA(t)− fg(t)) <1 (6)
where



















Our next step is to prove that for a suitable sequence ftkjk 2 Ng with tk !1
(k ! 1) the limit of the function QA exists. Fix a constant r 2 R+ such
that r > T and consider for an arbitrary t > r the canonical dieomorphisms
r : @Mr ! @Mt which induce canonical isomorphisms
r : Γ((S ⊗ E)j∂Mr ) ’ Γ((S ⊗ E)j∂Mt):
Furthermore, an operator @=At can be pulled back to an operator r@=At acting
over @Mr. However, by assumption (i), the representing metric g 2 Ch can be
chosen in such a way that its restricted Dirac-operators @=At depend on t only
through the restricted Yang{Mills connection At hence we can write
r@=At = @=ξ∗r At : (7)
Let t 2 Γ((S+ ⊗ E)j∂Mt) be an eigenspinor of @=At :
@=Att = (t)t: (8)
Hence there is an r 2 Γ((S+ ⊗ E)j∂Mr ) satisfying
@=At(rr) = (t)rr:
In other words
r (r@=Atr) = r(t)r :
Hence, leaving r and taking into account (7) we may write
@=ξ∗rAtr = (t)r : (9)
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is called the character variety and will be denoted by (N). Note that (N) is
a compact variety in BN , the gauge-equivalence classes of connections over the
trivial bundle EjN [9]. We emphasize that (N) is independent of any metric
on N .
Lemma 1. Let A be a self-dual, nite-energy G-connection on E over the
Riemannian manifold (M; g) where g is an arbitrary smooth, complete metric
on M . Let [rAt] denote the gauge-equivalence class of the restricted connection
onto @Mr ’ N  frg.
Then there is a sequence ftkjk 2 Ng and a class of a flat connection [Γ] 2
(@Mr) such that for a suitable representant Γ 2 [Γ] and gauge transformations




kgk(rAtk)− ΓkL2(∂Mr) = 0: (10)
Proof. Let A be a self-dual connection on (Mt; gMt). The determinant of
the metric gt is denoted by det gMt while that of the restricted metric g∂Mt
is det g∂Mt . Then it is not dicult to establish the following relation between






dt ^ jFAt j2g∂Mt :
Consider the conformal rescaling g 7! eg =: ’2g (’ > 0). Taking into account the
conformal invariance of the left-hand side of the previous expression as well as
the self-duality equations and the transformation property of the determinant-


















> 0 (x 2 N): (11)




























> 0 as t!1:
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Hence, using kFAk2L2(M) < 1 we can see that for each " > 0 there is a t such











Dene the function  : N  [r;1) ! R+ by
jFξ∗r At j2ξ∗r (g˜∂Mt )(x) =:
1
 (x; t)
jFξ∗r At j2g˜∂Mr (x):









 (x; t)’(x; t)




where we have introduced the new re-scaled metric eeg := (’ )2g and the corre-
sponding pointwise norm. In light of (12) and the last equation we deduce the
following limit:
lim





By Uhlenbeck’s weak compactness theorem [13] and the compactness of the
character variety there is a subsequence ftkjk 2 Ng  ftnjn 2 Ng and gauge
transformations fgkjk 2 Ng such that there is a flat connection Γ in a unique






Now we can exploit the freedom hidden in the choice of the function ’; in
accordance with the previous requirement (11) we can achieve that the following
also holds:
lim inf
t!1 ’(x; t) (t)  1:
Hence for suitable large t’s we have
jgk(rAtk)− Γj2˜˜g∂Mr = ’ jgk(rAtk)− Γj2g∂Mr  jgk(rAtk)− Γj2g∂Mr :
But this proves (10). 3
Using this flat connection Γ, and the already used representant g 2 Ch for the
admissible metric h in equation (7), consider the twisted Dirac-operator
DΓ : Γ((S+ ⊗ E)j∂Mr ) −! Γ((S− ⊗ E)j∂Mr ):
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(DΓ + hDΓ) : (13)
Our next step is to extend the twisted Dirac-operator DΓ from the boundary to
the whole (Mr; gMr). Note that in general the homomorphism i : 1(@Mr) !
1(Mr) induced by the embedding i : @Mr ! Mr is not injective; hence we
cannot extend a general flat connection given on the boundary to Mr as a flat
connection. Indeed, let γ : S1 ! N be a loop representing a class [γ] 2 ker i.
If a flat connection  has a non-trivial holonomy around γ then it cannot be
extended to Mr in a flat way.
Hence let B be a connection on the bundle Er satisfying Bj∂Mr = Γ. Using
this extended flat connection, we may form the twisted Dirac operator @=B(r)
on (Mr; gMr) satisfying @=B(r)j∂Mr = DΓ.
The time has come to apply index formula (5) again for the new twisted
Dirac-operator @=B(r). This implies:
1
2






= fg(r) − index @=B(r) − 182
Z
Mr
FB ^ FB :
(14)
Note that by (13) we have given another representation of the limit of the
function QA belonging to the sequence ftkjk 2 Ng. Since r was arbitrary we
can specialize it to be tk, one value of the sequence ftkjk 2 Ng.
Now we can summarize our results. Making use (6) we get:
kFAk2L2(M) = lim
k!1





0B@index @=A(tk)− index @=B(tk)− 182
Z
Mtk
tr (FB ^ FB)
1CA <1:
In the rst equality we have used (13) while in the second one (14) for r = tk.










Γ ^ dΓ + 2
3
Γ ^ Γ ^ Γ

mod 1:
So we can derive from the last two expressions the result that (we also use the
flatness of Γ to re-write the Chern{Simons function):
Theorem. Let (M;h) be an open, connected Riemannian four-manifold with
an end dieomorphic to NR+ where N is a compact, oriented three-manifold.
Assume that h is a smooth, complete, admissible metric on N while G is a
simple, connected, simply connected and compact Lie group. Let A be a self-
dual nite-action G-connection on the complex G-vector bundle E.
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Then for a flat G-connection Γ on EjN , belonging to a unique connected






tr (Γ ^ Γ ^ Γ) mod 1: (15)
Proof. Since both kFAk2L2(M) and flat connections are independent of the rep-
resenting element g 2 Ch, (15) is valid for each metric in the class Ch, especially
for h itself. 3
It is important to emphasize that we have not proved that the twisted Dirac-
operator @=A is an elliptic operator over the whole non-compact M ; we just
proved that the dierence of \index functions" associated to the original self-
dual connection A has a limit belonging to a certain sequence ftkjk 2 Ng.
Hence, by (15) we have presented a \generalized Chern{Simons theorem"
in the sense that we have not required the existence of a limit connection in
innity.
In light of our Theorem, It would be useful to say something on Chern{
Simons invariants of three-manifolds. In general, it is quite dicult to calculate
these numbers [4][8].
Rather we turn our attention to a physically relevant application.
3 An Application: The Euclidean Schwarzschild
Manifold
In this section we consider a physically relevant application of the above the-
orem: we will prove that the moduli space of smooth, self-dual, nite action
SU(2)-connections over the Euclidean Schwarzschild manifold is non-empty.
Moreover it will turn out this metric is admissible, hence we will be able to
use our theorem.












dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 d2);
where
r 2 (2m; 1);  2 [0; 8m);  2 [0; ];  2 [0; 2): (16)
This is the traditional spherically symmetric vacuum-solution to Einstein’s equa-
tions. It is known [14] that in the case of the above parameterization g can be
realized as a smooth, complete metric on M := S2  R2 hence (S2  R2; g)
is a complete Riemannian manifold with end S2  S1  R+. (For the sake of
order we remark that, according to standard notation, in this case the length of
the end-tube is parameterized by r instead of the letter t used in the previous
section.)
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Using these new variables we get





dR2 + r2(R)(d2 + sin2 d2) (17)
where the function r(R) is dened by the above substitution. In (17) R plays
the role of the radial coordinate while  corresponds to the angle variable on
B24m. From this we see that the metric extends to the whole M = S
2  B24m
analitycally and the resulting metric is complete (B24m denotes the open disc in
R2 of (ordinary) radius 4m).
Now we wish to extend (17) to a slightly larger manifold. However, this goal
is threatened by the fact that the metric (17) is singular on the boundary of the
ball B2. Hence we proceed as follows: choose a point x 2M and two sequences
of open sets fUnjn 2 Ng fVnjn 2 Ng obeying x 2 Uk  Vk, Uk  Uk+1,
Vk  Vk+1 for all k and U1 = M .
Lemma 2. There exists a dierentiable manifold N homeomorphic to the four-
sphere S4 and a smooth generic metric hn on it such that hnjUn = gjUn .
Proof. Consider the manifold M 0 := S2 B24m+ε and choose another one Z 0 :=
S1  B3%+ε whose part S1  B3% is denoted by Z  Z 0. Now form the manifold
N gluing together Z 0 and M 0 along their collars given by M 0 nM and Z 0 n Z
of width " using the identity function on S2  S1. Note that both M 0 and
Z 0 have the same type of boundary: S2  S1. Take a smooth cut-o function
n : N ! R+ satisfying
njUn = 1; njNnVn = 0:
Fix a generic smooth metric h on N and take
hn := ng + (1− n)h:
Obviously, (N; hn) becomes a Riemannian manifold homeomorphic to S4 en-
dowed with a smooth generic metric possessing the required properties. 3
Before turning our attention to the existence result we remind the reader the
notion of a concentrated SU(2) (anti)self-dual connection over a compact, ori-
ented, Riemannian four-manifold (X; g) [6].
Consider the following triple:
(; [A]; (x1; :::; xk));
where  is a positive number less then the diameter of (X; g), [A] is the equiva-
lence class of the (anti)self-dual connection A on an SU(2) bundle E of Chern
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class k over (X; g) (i.e. a point of Mk, the moduli space of SU(2) (anti)self-dual
connections of Chern class k) and (x1; :::; xk) is an unordered set of k points of
X . This triple is called a concentrated instanton if the following hold:
 xi’s are dierent and d(xi; xj) > 3;














jFAj2 = 1− i;
for given numbers ", i (" = 1 + :::+ k).
Here d denotes the geodesic distance and Bλ(xi) is a geodesic ball of radius
 around xi.
One of the basic results of the theory of instantons over compact four-
manifolds is Taubes’s grafting procedure [12] (see also [6][7]): let (X; g) be a
connected, oriented, compact four-manifold possessing a positive denite in-
tersection form and a generic metric. Then M1 is not empty; if Mλ1 denotes
the part of the moduli space containing concentrated instantons (; [A]; x) with
 < , then there is a dieomorphism
 : Mλ1 −! X  (0; )
for a suitable small .
Proposition. There exist smooth non-trivial SU(2) instantons with nite ac-
tion over the Euclidean Schwarzschild manifold (M; g).
Proof. Fix the point x 2 N used in the construction of the open sets Uk, Vk and
a metric hn on the constructed manifold N of Lemma 2. Clearly N is simply
connected and its intersection form is trivial hence positive denite. This implies
that we can apply the previous result and see that there is a dieomorphism
Mλ1 ’ S4  (0; )
for a suitable  > 0. Consider a  <  and a geodesic ball Bµ(x)  Un 
M . Due to the above dieomorphism there exists a concentrated instanton





jFAn j2 = 1− 
for a suitable  and n satisfying Bµ(x)  Un if n > n0.
In this way for the sequence of metrics fhn j n 2 Ng we have constructed a
sequence of instantons fAn j n 2 Ng with non trivial curvature in the essential
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M part of N . Taking this into account and taking the limit n!1 we produce
an instanton (; [A]; x)jM =: (; [A]; x) concentrated around x. Note that by







jFAj2 = 82(1− ) > 0: 3
Now we wish to prove that the Euclidean Schwarzschild metric is admissible i.e.
satises assumption (i) above. Consider the connection matrix A = (Aij); in the
standard orthonormal basis it takes the form:0BB@
0 −m=r2 d 0 0
m=r2 d 0
p
1− 2m=r d p1− 2m=r sin  d
0 −p1− 2m=r d 0 cos d
0 −p1− 2m=r sin  d − cos d 0
1CCA :
(18)
The restricted connection matrix Ar is given by omitting the second row and
second column in (18). From this we can see that the associated Dirac-operator
is not independent of r. Consider the rescaled metric g=r2; it is not dicult to





























This shows that the restriction of the untwisted, four-dimensional, chiral Dirac-
operator @= to the boundary @Mr is independent of r for a metric in Cg hence
assumption (i) is satised. This demonstrates that the Euclidean Schwarzschild-
metric is admissible although it is far from being a cylindrical metric of the form
dr2 + gS2S1 near the end of S2  R2! Hence, using our theorem we see that
every smooth, (anti-)self-dual, nite-action SU(2)-connection has an L2-norm
congruent to a Chern{Simons invariant of S2  S1.
However, since 1(S2S1) = Z, (S2S1) is connected for a connected Lie
group G. But the Chern{Simons function is constant on a connected component
of (N) hence in our case S2  S1 has only one Chern{Simons invariant equal
to zero proving that instantons over the Euclidean Schwarzschild manifold have
integer action.
4 An Explicit Solution
To round things o, we construct the simplest instanton explicitly based on
standard results.
If (X; g) is a four dimensional Riemannian spin manifold which is moreover
Einstein it is well known that the projection of the lifted (i.e. so(4)-valued)
Levi{Civita connection onto the su(2)+ part according to the Lie algebra de-
composition so(4) = su(2)+  su(2)− is self-dual.
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The su(2)+  so(4) subalgebra is spanned by the ’t Hooft matrices
1 =
0B@
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
1CA ; 2 =
0B@
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
1CA ; 3 =
0B@
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
1CA
and the projected connection A+ takes the form (A denotes the original so(4)-
valued connection pulled back to M):








Since the Euclidean Schwarzschild manifold (M; g) meets the above conditions
we can construct an SU(2) instanton from its Levi{Civita connection.
Putting (18) into (19) we get for the instanton eld:






















where we have used the identication su(2) ’ ImH given by (1; 2; 3) 7!
(i; j; k).
Let us calculate the action of this solution! The curvature or eld strength
F+ = dA+ +A+ ^A+ of the instanton reads as follows:








d ^ d+ m
r2
p




























From this we easily derive, using parameterization (16) for (M; g) and the
fact that the scalar product −tr(AB) is given by 2Re(xy) in the canonical
identication su(2) ’ ImH, the result
S(A+) = − 182
Z
M
tr(F+ ^ F+) = 1:
5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have studied the Yang{Mills functional on open Riemannian
four-manifolds (M; g) with non-cylindrical end. It is straightforward to ask
whether it is possible to remove the admissibility condition on the metric in
order to prove the same result for general complete metrics.
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An interesting application of our result was the study of the Euclidean
Schwarzschild manifold. Although this metric is unrelevant from the mathe-
matical point of view, it is well-known that this manifold have important phys-
ical applications e.g. it makes possible to understand the Hawking-radiation
in a very natural way. But this metric is relevant also if we study the semi-
classical structure of an SU(2) Yang{Mills theory over the original Lorentzian
Schwarzschild space-time. We see the semi-classical structure is identical to
the flat R4 case i.e. there are smooth instantons in the Wick-rotated theory
and their L2-norm is an integer. This indicates that the same is true for more
general space-times describing gravity and Yang{Mills elds.
We would like just mention that the vacuum structure of the original Lorentzian
Schwarzschild space-time is signicantly dierent comparing to the flat R4 case,
however. These two observations raise the question how to interpret instantons
from a general eld-theoretic point of view.
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